Dell Latitude 2-in-1 Laptops

Work the way you want, where you want

Introducing the new Dell Latitude 2-in-1 Family
The wait is over. Experience Dell’s newest lineup of 2-in-1 convertible and detachable devices that are thin, light and flexible enough to work the way you want to. Learn more at Dell.com
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Why choose a Dell Latitude 2-in-1

Elegant and flexible
Let Dell help you make work great by giving you the freedom to work when and where you want with a class of devices that set the standard in beauty, design and lasting performance. Multiple working modes and stunning displays that interact with touch or pen all wrapped in a chassis that is cool and sleek. Dell 2-in-1’s work for you.

Industry-leading technology
Experience a world of firsts in innovation. From the smallest 2-in-1 built with premium materials and components to an industry-first auto-deploy kickstand. Enjoy easy and secure access with state-of-the-art facial recognition using Windows Hello and IR camera. But wait there’s more. We also now feature USB Type-C connectivity for one cable docking that easily supports power, video, data and voice, all to maximize your workspace.

World-class security and manageability
Update once and it's everywhere you need it. Malicious cyber attacks continue to grow along with the headache and overhead of installing constant updates. Not anymore. Put your confidence in Dell’s Client Command Suite of products that provide free automation tools to update and protect your devices in one place at one time even if the device is turned off. Time is precious. Why not leverage Dell solutions and promote your workforce and company to be more future-ready.

Features of the Dell 2-in-1 Family of products
• Thin, sleek and lasting performance that is cool to the touch.
• Dynamic power mode for more boost when you need it.
• Multiple work modes including laptop, tent and tablet.
• Virtually borderless displays that are stunning and may detach for tablet use.
• Easily interact with your 2-in-1 using your finger or the Dell Active Pen with Wacom technology^2.
• Optimum choice in processing chips to support your work needs.
• Easy sign on with facial recognition using Dell's infrared camera and Windows Hello.
• Type-C connectivity for power, data or voice using one cable, including Thunderbolt.
• Complete ecosystem of peripherals available to stay productive wherever you work.
Meet the Dell 2-in-1 Family
Work the way you want, where you want.

**XPS 13 2-in-1**
The XPS 13 2-in-1 leverages the sleek design of the XPS 13 and kicks it up a notch with a new architecture and 360-degree hinge making it the smallest 13-inch 2-in-1. Its beautiful QHD+ InfinityEdge display is also a first. It supports multiple work modes including tablet, tent and laptop. Powered by Intel's new fanless architecture and engineered with Dynamic Power Mode, the XPS 13 2-in-1 provides bursts of performance when you need it most. All this, and the battery can still last up to 15 hours\(^1\). XPS 13 2-in-1, the ultimate in executive mobility.

**Latitude 7285 2-in-1**
Introducing the ability to work without wires. This detachable device is as elegant as it is productive. Need a charge? Simply place the device on a charging mat\(^2\), no power cord required. Return and continue your work day interacting with stunning displays and a smooth backlit keyboard. Need to present? Experience the seamless tablet and keyboard separation and begin to understand the real value of where simplicity and productivity meet in a device that has the power of a laptop and the flexibility of a tablet.

**Latitude 5289 2-in-1**
Need ultimate security in a 2-in-1 convertible? Then look no further. This device has identical enterprise-level security and manageability features of its traditional laptop counterpart while offering the flexibility to work how you want. Work in laptop, tent or tablet modes. Whether your day demands creating content, consuming data or presenting rest assured this device will augment your work style. Experience at-the-desk productivity while minimizing clutter with Type-C connectivity. It will open up the possibilities throughout your day with one cable docking that supports data, voice, power and audio devices. Now that's productivity your way.

**Latitude 5285 2-in-1**
Need ultimate security in a 2-in-1 detachable that can be serviced in the field, then this is the device for you. It has all of the security and manageability features of its traditional laptop counterpart while offering the flexibility to operate as either a laptop or tablet. From long battery life to Dell's exclusive auto-deploy kickstand, this device is as productive as it is flexible. Ease in field serviceability stands alone with this device because swapping a battery, wireless card or hard drive is a breeze. And it supports Type-C connectivity, a revolutionary new plug that when connected to the Dell Dock powers all of your peripherals using a single wire. Secure, serviceable and easy connectivity all in one device.

---

The CES Innovation Awards are based upon descriptive materials submitted to the judges. CTA did not verify the accuracy of any submission or of any claims made and did not test the item to which the award was given.
Dell Latitude 2-in-1 Laptops

Peripherals to boost your productivity.

You may work at your desk, remotely, between conference rooms, traveling or some mix of all of them. At Dell our employees experience many of these same challenges. So we ask lots of questions about what would make a world class laptop even more useful while working in each of these scenarios.

We take your feedback and design and test hundreds of accessories before handpicking a set of devices that we believe will elevate your productivity week in and week out. Check out our latest innovative companion devices below.

**Working in one place**

Designed for optimum productivity in stationary mode, these products meet or exceed all expectations to support the ultimate in heads-down productivity.

**Make travel a breeze**

Built to surpass expectations for mobility, these ecosystem accessories are designed to be light weight, protective and ergonomic.

**Collaboration has never been this easy**

Working effectively with other team members is a big key to professional success. Why not take advantage of these state-of-the-art devices that are built to seamlessly integrate with Dell 2-in-1 laptops.

**At your desk**

- Dell Dock WD15
- Dell Ultrasharp 24 Wireless Monitor U2417H

**On the go**

- Dell Premier Slim Backpack 14
- Dell Performance Wireless Mouse WM527

**Collaborate anywhere**

- Dell Adapter - USB Type C to VGA, HDMI, RJ-45, USB 3.0 DA200
- Dell Active Pen PN557W - Latitude
- Dell Active Pen PN556W - XPS

---

1. **MobileMark 2014 battery benchmark**: XPS 13 2-in-1 tested with 7th Gen Intel Core i5, 8GB RAM, 128GB SSD and FHD display. Based on testing using the Mobile Mark 2014 battery life benchmark test. For more information about this benchmark test, visit [www.bapco.com](http://www.bapco.com). Actual battery life may be significantly less than the test results and varies depending on product configuration and use, software, usage, operating conditions, power management settings and other factors. Maximum battery life will decrease with time.

2. Sold separately